Use and
Care Guide

Namiki / Pilot Product Guarantee
Namiki Emperor, Yukari Royale, Yukari Collection and Chinkin
writing instruments are unconditionally guaranteed against failures
due to faulty materials or workmanship throughout their life with the
original owner. The balance of Namiki and premium Pilot product
collections are guaranteed against mechanical failure for a full
3 years from the date of purchase.* The Pilot Knight Collection is
guaranteed against mechanical failure for one year from the date
of purchase.*
Leads, erasers and ink refills, exhausted in the course of normal
use, are excluded from this Guarantee. Also excluded are fountain
pen nibs and other parts damaged from impact, unreasonable use,
obvious misuse or abuse. We recommend that you use Namiki
inks and Pilot refills, leads and erasers to ensure proper long-term
functioning of your writing instrument.

In the unlikely event that you experience a mechanical failure with
any Namiki writing instrument, we will repair it or replace it without
charge. If repair is required, please send your writing instrument to:
Namiki Service Department
3855 Regent Boulevard
Jacksonville, Florida 32224
We at Namiki want you to enjoy the superior craftsmanship and
performance resulting from our 90-plus years of writing instrument
design and manufacturing experience.
* Contingent upon return of product registration card with proof of
purchase within 90 days of purchase.

FILLING INSTRUCTIONS (For all Items )
MECHANICAL PENCILS
■ For Writing

➀ To expose lead for writing, push down on the
top end of the cap.

Refilling Lead
■ If Additional Lead in Barrel
➀ The lead may retract during writing if it
becomes too short. Press the cap until a
new piece of lead protrudes.
■ To Replenish with New Lead

PRESS
HERE

■ After Writing

➀ To retract lead, gently push on the lead end
while depressing the cap.

➀ Pull off the cap.
➁ Remove the eraser and insert new lead(s) into
the lead reservoir.
➂ Replace the cap and press repeatedly until a
new lead appears.

PRESS
HERE

CAUTION:
• The lead reservoir is designed to hold a
maximum of 4-5 pieces of lead. If too
many leads are inserted, the new lead may
not properly pass into the guide piece. If
new lead still does not appear, please
clean the point end with the cleaning pin
attached to the back of the eraser.
NOTE:
• All Namiki mechanical pencils come
with Pilot lead. We recommend that
you use Pilot lead to ensure proper
functioning of your Namiki mechanical
pencil. Pilot lead is available in
0.5mm and 0.7mm in the following
varieties: B, HB, H.
General Pen/Pencil Care
To keep your writing instrument's surface
in mint condition, use a soft polishing
cloth. Avoid using strong cleaning agents
or chemicals.
Fountain Pen Care & Cleaning
Always replace the cap on your fountain
pen after use. Your fountain pen will
function better if cleaned every two months.
Remove the ink cartridge or converter and
let a slow stream of cold water flow through
the nib and barrel. Shake out any excess
water and dry the nib with a soft cloth.
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GUIDE-USECARE

FILLING INSTRUCTIONS (For all Items )
FOUNTAIN PENS
■ Using Ink Cartridge

➀ Unscrew the neck from the pen barrel.

➁ Remove the empty cartridge
while holding the neck so
that the nib points upward.
➂ Firmly insert a new cartridge.
Put it in straight without
turning or twisting,
otherwise the valve may
not open.
■ Using Plate Press

(standard) Converter
with Ink Bottle
➀ Unscrew the neck from the pen barrel.
➁ Remove the empty ink cartridge and firmly
insert the converter.
➂	While holding the pen vertically, immerse the
nib into ink up to the top of the neck. Press
the plate of the converter and release it allowing the ink to be absorbed into the tube of the
barrel. Absorption will be completed when the
tube restores to its original shape.
PRESS
HERE

■ Replacing a Converter with an

Ink Cartridge
➀ Hold the neck of the pen with the nib pointing
upward and slowly remove the converter 		
while twisting it slightly.
➁ Any ink remaining in the converter should be
washed off with water. Dry the converter
completely and store it for future use.
NOTE:
•When using a fountain pen for the first time,
		 squeeze the inserted cartridge firmly to
		 get the ink to flow down to the nib point.
•Avoid ink spilling by pointing
		
the nib upward while replacing the cartridge. Pilot IC-50
and IC-100 ink cartridges 		
must be used.
•We also recommend that you
use Namiki bottled ink. Using
other inks with deposits may
eventually cause ink flow
problems.

■ Eye Dropper Fill from Ink Bottle

The Emperor Collection fountain pens are
supplied with an eye dropper for ink filling.
To fill:
➀ Unscrew the neck of the pen from the barrel.
➁ Use the eye drop filler to drop the ink into
the barrel.
➂ When filling is completed, screw the neck
onto the barrel.

➁ Dip the pen in ink up to
the hole in the nib. Be
careful not to jam the
nib point into the
bottom of the ink bottle.
➂ Twist the black converter
screw top clockwise
three or four times to fill
the converter ink
reservoir.
➃ Ink remaining on the
neck or nib should be
wiped off with a clean
tissue or cloth before
using the pen.
NOTE:
• Filling the ink converter may be difficult
			 or impossible when the ink supply in the
			 bottle is low. Please open a new bottle.

BALL POINT PENS
■ Writing/After Writing

➀ Expose the writing tip by pushing down on
the head end of the cap.
➁ Repeat step 1 to retract tip.
PRESS HERE

V\\

NOTE:
•	For Knight ball point pens-turn cap
clockwise to expose the writing tip.

■ Using Twist Converter with Ink Bottle

➀ Unscrew the neck from the pen barrel and
insert the open end of the converter.
➁ Dip the pen in ink up to the hole in the nib.
Be careful not to jam the nib point into the
bottom of the ink bottle.
➂ Twist the black converter screw top clockwise
three or four times to fill the converter ink
reservoir.
➃ Ink remaining on the neck or nib should be
wiped off with a clean tissue or cloth before
using the pen.
NOTE:
• Filling the ink converter may be difficult
			 or impossible when the ink supply in the
			 bottle is low. Please open a new bottle.
■ Using Piston Converter with Ink Bottle

➀ Unscrew the neck from the pen barrel and
insert the converter as shown in the
drawing below.
➁ Dip the pen in ink up to the hole in the nib.
Be careful not to hit the nib point into the
bottom of the ink bottle.
➂ Pump the piston by pressing the knob four or
five times to completely fill the converter ink
tank.
➃ Any ink on the neck or nib should be wiped
off with soft tissue paper or a cloth before use.
NOTE:
• When the ink in the bottle is low, it may be
			 impossible to absorb a sufficient amount to
			 fill the ink tank. Please open a new bottle.
PRESS
HERE

VANISHING POINT FOUNTAIN PENS
■ For Writing

➀ To expose pen nib, press knob until it clicks.
This opens the shutter and locks the nib into
writing position.

■ Replacing Empty Refills

➀
➁
➂
➃

Remove the cap by turning it.
Pull out the empty refill.
Insert a new refill in the barrel.
Replace the cap.

PRESS
HERE

■ After Writing

➀ To retract nib, press knob as instructed above.
The nib will draw in and the shutter will close
tightly.
■ Filling with Ink

➀ With pen nib retracted, unscrew body.
➁ Pull out inner pipe from pen head.

NOTE:
•	Use of Pilot BCGR2 (Dr. Grip Center Of
Gravity) refills is recommended to ensure
proper mechanical functioning of Namiki
and Pilot ball point pens.

ROLLING BALL PENS
■ Writing/After Writing

➀ Remove the cap by turning it to expose the
writing tip.
➁ Replace cap after writing.
■ Replacing Empty Refills

■ Using Ink Cartridge

➀ Remove cartridge cap from pen holder.
➁ Insert cartridge into place.
➂ Cover with cartridge cap.

■ Using Twist Converter with Ink Bottle

➀ Unscrew the neck from the pen barrel and
insert the open end of the converter.
(See drawings at top of next column.)

➀
➁
➂
➃
➄

Remove the cap by turning it.
Unscrew the neck from the barrel by turning.
Pull out the empty refill.
Insert a new refill in the barrel.
Reconnect the neck on the barrel by turning.

NOTE:
• Use Pilot BG25R and BG27R refills to
		 ensure proper mechanical functioning
		 of Namiki and Pilot rolling ball pens.
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